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Jumpchain compliant! Recommended for Jumpers 2-5. 

 

Ever since the dawn of mankind, two groups have battled in the shadows 

for control of the world's destiny. Throughout history, Assassins and 

Templars have fought for freedom and order, across all continents and 

oceans. Yet even they are just pieces in the grander conflict ended by 

the Precursors, mankinds creator race, from before written knowledge. 

 

Time and time again will the Templars attempt to seize control, and 

always there behind them are the Assassins, stalwart and vigilant against 

their eternal foes. They do not fight in open combat, but in strict 

silence, behind closed doors or the shadow of an alleyway. And yet, for 

all their squabble, there are rules and codes they follow, a Creed. 

 

But remember Jumper. Nothing is True. Everything is Permitted. 

 

+1000CP 

 

 

Location and Time Periods 

Roll to see where you start or pay 100CP to choose. 

 

1 The Third Crusade: Late 12th Century, 1189-1199, the Middle East. 

European leaders have set their sights to reconquer the Holy Land from 

Saladin for the western world. The time of King Richard the Lionheart, 

proud Altair and his master Al Mualim. 

 

2 Rennaisance: Late 15th Century Italy, 1490-1499. The great rebirth, 

golden age of arts, culture and innovation. Venetian style politics still 

rule the kingdoms of Italy, and blood is spilled in the streets. The time 

of Machiavelli, Leonardo da Vinci, the Borgias and young Ezio. 

 

3 Ezio's Twilight: Early 16th Century, Middle East and Istanbul, 1505-

1515, Cesare's end and the Ottoman Empire. The end of the Borgia menace, 

and the beginning of Ezio's search for answers. Of Janissaries, 

Mercenaries, Ottomans and Turks. The time of Suleiman and an aging Ezio. 

 

4 Golden Age of Piracy: Early 18th Century Carribean, 1715-1725. It is an 

age of sail, cannon, cutlass and piracy. Great profit and exploration is 

in the air, but not even the Carribean is safe from conspiracy. The time 

of Blackbeard, cocky Edward Kenway and hidden jungle temples. 

 

5 American Independence: 18th Century America, 1772-1782. A time of 

change, war and revolution. Native Americans, Colonial Americans and 

Europeans all wrapped up in the Templar/Assassin conflict. The time of 

George Washington, Haytham and Connor Kenway, and Aveline de Grandpere. 

 

6 French Revolution: Late 18th Century France, 1789-1799. The people 

starve, the streets run red with revolution, and the old ways will be 

overturned. The time of Robespierre's Reign of Terror, Arno Dorian and 

Mme Guillotine. 

 

7 Modern Day: It is the 21st Century Rome, November 13, 2007. The 

Abstergo Corporation has begin group testing of an exciting new 

entertainment system, Desmond Miles is a bartending drifter, and Clay 

Kaczmarek has never even heard of the word Assassin. All is well... 



 

8 Free Choice: You make your own luck, eh? Choose from anwyhere in the 

list, or any ten-year time period from 500BCE to 2014CE. Visit the World 

Wars, the Mongol War camps, the Moon Landing! The world is your apple. 

 

 

Origins: 

Age is 16 + 2d8. Gender is same as last Jumps. 100CP to choose both. 

 

Drop-In (0CP): Assassins? Templars? Eden? These are just words to you, 

and you fell out of the sky! You could get a lot  

 

Assassin (100CP): You are an initiate into the Assassin Order. You work 

in the dark to serve the light, a fighter for freedom for humanity and 

from Templar control. Not limited by morality or law, and unblinded by 

truth. 

 

Templar (100CP): You are a sworn into the Templar Order. You are to usher 

the dawn of a new age, a new world. One defined by purpose, order, 

thought and reason. But it seems like no matter what you do, those pesky 

Assassins try to destroy it. May the Father of Understanding be with you. 

 

Sage (200CP): Assassins, Templars, mortal politics hold no interest in 

you. You are an agent of Those Who Came Before, the First Civilisation, 

true masters of this world. And You must prepare the world. Prepare, for 

the second coming. 

 

 

Perks 

 

Field Training (Free)(50CP): A years worth of knowledge and training. 

Stealth, blending into a crowd, the best ways to stab someone or scale a 

wall. Further purchases will let you specialize in stealth, movements, 

combat or assassination. 

 

Event Chain (100CP, Free Drop-In): If A then B, if B then C to G. You now 

have an idea of how events will unfold, and a better grasp of action-

reaction than ever. Useful for combat, social mingling or puzzle solving. 

 

Leap of Faith (100CP, Free Assassin): You now have an uncanny sixth sense 

for finding good places to jump off, and regardless of the height, can 

find good landing spots such as water, hay or loose leaves. Note: People 

count as landing spots. 

 

Politically Minded (100CP, Free Templar): You always know the best ways 

to advance your personal interests. Whether it be charm, bluff, bribe or 

threaten, never be at a loss for words, or lost in thought. 

 

Presence (100CP, Free Sage): You have a regal and wise bearing, one that 

lets you speak with great importance and intent, lending your words great 

weight. 

 

Money Chain (300CP, Discount Drop-In): It is exceptionally easier for you 

to find good investments, or caches of money hidden away. Once you get 

started, you will be rolling in it. Never go hungry again! 

 

Travel Chain (300CP, Discount Drop-In): Gain ease of vehicular movement, 

easily fitting into animal riding, ship sailing or hang-gliding as you 

would walking. With time and a patient teacher, you can captain your 

journeys. 



 

Synchronize (300CP, Discount Assassin): By simply reaching high ground 

and looking around, you can create a mental map of the surrounding area, 

including highlighting important objects and targets. 

 

Marked Men (300CP, Discount Assassin): You possess the uncanny ability to 

know who you need to kill next. Whether it is to solve your problems, get 

revenge or uncover plots, you can finger the guilty party. When and if 

you can kill them is another matter. 

 

Authority (300CP, Discount Templar): You now possess an aura of command, 

a way of moving and speaking that has people leaping to do your bidding. 

Summon extra guards, get spies on the streets or a runner to Paris, all 

without having to pay them for it. 

 

Goldfever (300CP, Discount Templar): You now possess an aura of commerce, 

a way of knowing when to buy, sell and where to find valuables. Rise to 

power through your coffers, or hunt down treasures like a bloodhound. 

That is how you gain power. 

 

Built to Last (300CP, Discount Sage): Whatever you personally build, be 

it handheld or architectural, becomes nigh-impervious to weather, rust 

and time. If it gets lost or buried, you can 'feel' it out too! 

 

Anachronism (300CP, Discount Sage): Whatever knowledge, technology or 

techniques you possess, people will no longer find strange or out-of-

place. Teaching it to them or passing it on will have them consider it as 

everyday. As a bonus, you can now teach people things way above their 

brain grade. 

 

Kill Chain (600CP, Discount Drop-In): Just by slaying one opponent, you 

can immediately kill another, and another and so on, as long as you can 

reach them and possess a weapon. You won't feel tired from it as long as 

the chain is not broken. Does not work on 'boss' characters. 

 

Run Chain (600CP, Discount Drop-In): Once you hit your stride, you can 

effectively run and jump all day. Leap from lampost to rooftop to wall 

and back again, as long as you don't trip or get hit, your maneuver speed 

is effectively tripled. 

 

Confessional (600CP, Discount Assassin): When you kill a target, you can 

gain their last few words, which will always be useful information to 

whatever you needed to know from them. Be careful who you use it on, 

killing someone like this only works once an hour. 

 

Anonymous (600CP, Discount Assassin): Blend in with a crowd and shank 

someone as you walk by, this allows you to turn socially invisible in a 

crowd or disappear in a desert. A mark of an ultimate assassin. 

 

Pseudocide (600CP, Discount Templar): Whether a body double or a doombot 

or whatever. You can fake your death, totally, in the middle of battle or 

the quiet of your home, twice a year. Useful for lying low or spying on 

your funeral. As a side bonus, your death will be totally convincing for 

up to a month, provided you don't do anything ridiculous. 

 

Deathproof (600CP, Discount Templar): After many, many encounters with 

the Assassins, the Templars have created techniques and training to 

counter their foe. You keep your cool in sudden attack and can counter 

lethal blows. What's more, any troops under your command become deadlier, 

incorporating your knowledge and strategies. 



 

Enlightenment (1000CP, Discount Sage): You now remember some Precursor 

knowledge. Create items capable of running off nearby brainwaves, lasers 

that can incinerate a grown man in a second, vaults that last megaton-

range damage, all with the appropriate materials. 

 

 

The Power of Blood 

 

Precursor Bloodline (100CP per purchase, Sage Free One, Assassin Discount 

One): You contain a greater than normal amount of First Civ genetics. 

Enhanced strength, speed, hand-eye coordination, thinking speed and Piece 

of Eden attunement. Can be purchased up to three times. 

 

Eagle Eyed (100CP, Req P Blood, Sage Free, Discount Assassin): You now 

possess the sixth sense 'knowledge'. Able to sense and track allies, 

enemies and items of importance, even through walls. Able to detect 

important items or hidden messages just by sight. 

 

Legacy Lived (100CP, Req P Blood x2): Your blood is now concentrated 

enough to pass down knowledge and abilities through inheritance or 

transfusion. You can also receive knowledge and abilities through 

transfusion of other blood to a lesser degree. 

 

Talkin' to YOU (100CP, Req P Blood x3): You now possess enough uncanny 

estimates about future events to leave recordings and messages to 

instruct in your absence. You can also answer questions or respond to 

them well in advance. 

 

Human Conditioning (100CP per purchase, Templar and Drop-in Discount 

One): Through your studies of people and society, your charm, planning 

and manipulation of desired events has increased. Can be purchased up to 

three times. 

 

Micro-movements (100CP, Req H Con, Templar and Drop-In Discount): After 

studying subtle muscle movement, you now possess foreknowledge of 

threats, lies and secrets. A strong voice and stern glance will give you 

their life story. 

 

Elevati (100CP, Req H Con x2): You possess a wide variety of control 

mechanisms, and can be easily ranked as one of the more important people 

behind the scenes. Your teachings can be passed down, and easily 

incorporate changes to the plan to accomodate societal shifts. 

 

Self-Regulating (100CP, Reg H Con x3): Your wheels now spin themselves, 

and any involved in your plans become perfectly content trying to keep 

your status quo. No longer have to micromanage, you can turn yourself to 

other pursuits. 

 

 

Items and Equipment 

 

Iconic Item (Mandatory): Whether it be the Templar Ring, the Assassins 

Insignia, the Jumper's Jump-thing, or a sign of the Before Times, wear 

your emblem high and proud! On your hand, your hood, wherever! 

 

Contacts (25CP): Gain contacts wherever you go. Drop-Ins get merchants, 

explorers, travellers. Assassins get thieves, smugglers, beggars. 

Templars get law enforcers, politicians, celebrities. Sages get 



intellectuals, cultists, historians. First purchase is for your own 

background, next purchase for other ones. 

 

Sharp Dressed (50CP): A set of stylish and fitting clothing for the time. 

Be sure to turn heads and hear compliments. With the right words, you 

could get into restricted areas. 

 

Resources (50CP, First Free Templar): Whether it be seed money, rare 

spices or slaves, this is enough capital to get you started. Equivalent 

to modern $50k USD. Templars get three times this amount for each 

purchase. 

 

Stab-Proof Vest (100CP, Discount Templar): Not actually a vest, or stab-

proof, this woven full body undergarment protects you from mortal injury 

and the first fatal attack of an exchange. 

 

Hidden Blade Bracer (100CP, Free Assassin, All Discounts Assassin): A 

sturdy weapon that goes around your wrist, concealable and deadly, with a 

retractable blade. Can be purchased twice. 

  Poison Tipped (50CP): Now the blade is hollowed out to dispense a 

poison that kills in seconds or hours depending on preference. 

  Hook Blade (50CP): A hook like attachment that lets you reach longer, 

zipline and snatch weapons from enemy hands. 

  Dart Launcher (50CP): A silent dart thrower that dispense poison dart 

up to 50m away, good for quiet untraceable kills. 

  Hidden Gun (50CP): The power of a cannon as small as a hummingbird. 

Noisy, but can punch holes through all sorts of personal armor. 

 

Fine Weapon (100CP) 

 

Codex (200CP, Discount Assassin): A manual that instructs on proper 

assassination techniques, stealth techniques and brotherhood 

construction. Timeless and universal (is the knowledge). 

 

Book of Names (200CP, Discount Templar): It's not blackmail, it's 

extortion! Well, a guide to extortion. It even has a helpful index to 

update itself for future endeavours! 

 

Mysterious Tablet (200CP, Discount Sage): While gibberish to the world, 

this document lets you recreate first civ miracles, such as unbreakable 

ciphers,  

 

Precursor Manuscript (400CP): A sheaf of mostly nonsense and code that 

when deciphered will lead you around the world to a Precursor vault. And 

who knows, maybe it will lead to another vault. 

 

Piece of Eden (800CP, Discount Sage): Enjoy your unlicensed hypertech 

artifact. Just be warned that any attempt to dissect or destroy it will 

result in a mile-wide sphere of megatonic explosive energy. The piece 

will be fine. Nearby objects, not so much. Limit of one, very 

distinctive. Tends to run on health. 

 

Shard of Eden: The size of a locket and easily concealed. Deflector 

shields for any attack, active recording of surroundings, ear piercing 

shrieks and prevents your wounds bleeding. 

Sword of Eden: Nigh indestructible cruciform longsword. Never dulls, 

records and replays swordsmanship of previous wielders, grants martial 

prowess and leadership aura on par with royalty. 



Staff of Eden (Discount Templar): Two metres tall and gold circuitry. 

Grants immunity to instant kills, illusion powers on par with 

holographics, and mind control of thinking beings. 

Apple of Eden (Discount Assassin): Fits into the palm of your hand but 

inedible. Mind control human brains, create hard light constructs, and 

access wikipedia. Also contains event prediction algorithms. 

Shroud of Eden: Drab with circuitry underlay and the size of a bedsheet. 

Heal sickness and wounds restoring you to state of natural health, speak 

with dead as long as they have genetic matter, 

 

Memoriae Machinae (800CP, Discount Drop-In): Whether it's a hypnotic 

technique, a series of exotic chemical compounds, or a state of the art 

couch, you can now access the thoughts and memories of your forefathers 

(forefathers sold separately). Trips down memory lane will be weird for 

Jumpers, as it tends to configures to backgrounds. Recording devices 

available to remember things. Companion compatible. 

 

Companions and Imports 

 

Templar Acolyte (100/200/300): A Templar Acolyte, of preferred gender, 

age and ethnicity. They gain 300CP per 100CP spent to use on Templar 

perks and items. Can be bought multiple times, free import. 

 

Assassin Initiate (100/200/300): An Assassin Initiate, of preferred 

gender, age and ethnicity. They gain 300CP per 100CP spent to use on 

Assassin perks and items. Can be bought multiple times, free import. 

 

Precursor Descendant (100/200/300): A Precursor Descendant, of preferred 

gender, age and ethnicity. They gain 300CP per 100CP spent to use on 

Precursor perks and items. Can be bought multiple times, free import. 

 

Brotherhood (300CP): You can import as many companions as you want into 

the roles of Templar or Assassin, and they each benefit from 300CP to 

spend on alignment specific perks. 

 

 

Drawbacks 

Pick two for up to 600CP. More than that grants nothing. 

 

+0CP Levelled up History: Ever feel like things are too easy after your 

jumps? Well no longer! Feel the thrill of risky combat, the rush of 

running through tombs, the drama of political politicking. Events scale 

to your jump difficulty. (Does not count as a drawback) 

 

+0CP The Chaining Effect: Did the Pope just throw down a Pokeball? What's 

Blackbeard doing with a Gundam? Why do the Precursors keep talking about 

element zero? What's happening?! (Does not count as a drawback) 

 

+100CP Fumbles: Let's just say even your companions offer to carry 

fragile packages. You trip over your own feet in hot pursuit, tend to 

stab yourself in combat and misjudge those jumps just enough. 

 

+100CP Zealotry: No matter what your compatriots say, you are a firm and 

strict believer to the letter and spirit of your creed, and no manner of 

persuasion or violence will change your mind. 

 

+100CP Hooked: Wherever and whenever you go, you will not be rid of these 

spats between Assassins and Templars. The protagonists and antagonists 

seem to flock to you, and any regional historical celebrities will have 

your name as a footnote somewhere. 



 

+200CP Turncoat: You have a reputation for back-stabbing. And a habit of 

back-stabbing. And a collection of knives for stabbing backs. These 

things make it hard for anyback- I mean, anybody to trust you. How dare 

they! You should stab them. 

 

+200CP Pacifist: The sight of blood disgusts you. You prefer to have it 

kept on the insides of their owners. More to the point, you pale of the 

thought of having others kill for you, or trying to harm yourself. 

 

+200CP Massive Ego: You are difficult to work with. If it wasn't 

interrupting fights to compare sword lengths, shouting about how great it 

is to be part of a secret society, or belittling everything that walks on 

two legs, you also tend to ignore everything to the contrary. 

 

+300CP Easily Tempted: It doesn't take much to get your trust. A few 

well-timed coins, a few delicious meals, fine silks and accomodations. 

Why, it's not like the favors they ask of you are impossible. 

 

+300CP The Bleed Affect: The voices in your head are not your own. Not 

just those screaming from past backgrounds and jumps, but the memories 

and feelings of complete strangers. Anything could trigger your next fit. 

Even your companions are not safe from you. 

 

+300CP Too Old for This: While the mind and spirit may be willing, the 

body is frail and bruised. You'd think you could delegate the heavy 

lifting, but the important stuff always needs your personal touch. 

 

+600CP Nothin' but Hits: Well, it now seems that you can disregard the 

location roll. You will be thrown into a selection of events throughout 

history, at random, whose sum is equal to ten years, and always in the 

thick of events with only the tools and perks you bought here. What's 

more any damage or innocent lives you take, will increase on you 

sevenfold. And Juno hates you. And you have Duccio's luck. 

 

 

Epilogue 

 

Down the Rabbit Hole 

Templars, Assassins, Precursors... good thing Earth doesn't have any of 

those running around, right? 

 

Should I Stay... 

Oright, it's time to clean house. History will go on as you see fit. 

 

... or Should I Go? 

Well, that was a thing. Time to move on to greener Jumpchains. 

 

 

Notes: 

 

  The canon games Modern day period starts in 2012, with the great 

disaster to occur in late December. 

  As always, previous perks, items and companions can only dull the edge 

of a Drawback, not fully remove it. The best you can hope for is 

'annoyance'. 

  You can attempt to acquire Pieces of Eden on your own, but they are 

always in high security hidden away locations, the purpose will be a 

mystery, and they will attempt to mind control you. 



  Templars and Assassins, barring extraordinary circumstances or events, 

hate each others guts. Getting them to work together, even as 

individuals, will take amazing amounts of time, effort and care. 

  Companions must spend their CP on alignment specific perks first. If at 

least half their CP has gone into alignment perks, they can spend the 

rest elsewhere. 

  Taking down or foiling the plans of the Precursors will require the 

efforts and resources of both Assassins and Templars working together. 

Bear in mind that the Precursors have the only plan in motion to prevent 

the great 2012 Solar Flare. 

  Attempts to recreate Precursor genetics on your own will go badly. 

Purchasing the entire bloodline gives you the good bits, any further 

leaves you open to possession and Failure conditions. 

  The Memoriae Machinae (AKA Animus) works on genetic memory. This means 

you need brainmeats tuned to the specific ancestral memory.. at first. 

Near the end of the jump (or break into Abstergo) and it will become 

refined enough to only require donor samples, without relation. Bear in 

mind that human brains are accustomed to human thoughts, so don't go 

reliving a fishes life or anything. 


